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Abstract

Generative models of macromolecules carry abundant and impactful implications
for industrial and biomedical efforts in protein engineering. However, existing
methods are currently limited to modeling protein structures or sequences, indepen-
dently or jointly, without regard to the interactions that commonly occur between
proteins and other macromolecules. In this work, we introduce MMDIFF, a genera-
tive model that jointly designs sequences and structures of nucleic acid and protein
complexes, independently or in complex, using joint SE(3)-discrete diffusion noise.
Such a model has important implications for emerging areas of macromolecular de-
sign including structure-based transcription factor design and design of noncoding
RNA sequences. We demonstrate the utility of MMDIFF through a rigorous new
design benchmark for macromolecular complex generation that we introduce in
this work. Our results demonstrate that MMDIFF is able to successfully generate
micro-RNA and single-stranded DNA molecules while being modestly capable of
joint modeling DNA and RNA molecules in interaction with multi-chain protein
complexes. Source code: https://github.com/Profluent-Internships/MMDiff.

1 Introduction

The ability to effectively design proteins using computational methods is a long-sought-after goal
of protein engineering research [22]. Such techniques could enable accelerated development of
vaccines targeting novel viruses, enhanced exploration of the space of designable materials, and the
ability to engineer new protein-based energy resources towards a more sustainable climate future.
Recent progress in computationally designing protein variants given an initial wildtype sequence has
demonstrated the utility of machine learning in protein engineering [10]. More recently, deep learning
models based on structure prediction networks have demonstrated the ability to flexibly design novel
protein structures with desired functions in wet-lab experiments [25]. Nonetheless, considerably less
attention has been directed toward the design of novel protein-nucleic acid interactions, which carry
implications for computationally engineering new means of transcription factors and intervening in
a host of essential functions within living organisms. Approaching such design tasks is arguably
more challenging, as the number of high-quality macromolecular complexes currently available in
the RCSB Protein Data Bank (PDB) [4] is notably scarce while the shapes of such complexes can
also be much more flexible compared to proteins.

Towards this end, in this work we explore the design of new nucleic acid (NA) and protein complexes
using a generative diffusion process we refer to as SE(3)-discrete diffusion. In Section 4.2, we
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Figure 1: Our proposed Macromolecular Diffusion Model (MMDIFF) jointly designs macromolecular
sequences and structures. A. An overview of MMDIFF. For each nucleic acid residue, a rigid body
frame centered at the C4′ atom is constructed. To build such a frame, the GramSchmidt algorithm
is applied to a residue’s v1 and v2 vectors, in the process placing its C3′, O4′, and C5′ atoms
with respect to the position of the C4′ atom. The positions of all other residue atoms are placed
autoregressively according to a corresponding torsion angle (Φ) predicted by MMDIFF. B. An
illustrative example of how MMDIFF generates realistic macromolecular samples. Through the
iterative process of denoising N geometric frames and N one-hot sequence vectors initialized from
their respective reference distributions, MMDIFF transitions an initially-random sequence-structure
pair at timestep TF into a coherent macromolecule at timestep 0, at which point each frame and its
associated torsion angles are used to construct the position of each atom.

discuss the SE(3)-discrete process which guides deep learning models to jointly reverse an SE(3)
diffusion process 2 on rigid body frames in R3 [28] and a related diffusion process on discrete
sequence inputs [5]. In Section 4.3, we introduce our proposed SE(3)-discrete diffusion method for
protein-nucleic acid design, MMDIFF, which is to our best knowledge the first generative diffusion
model for the design of macromolecular sequences and structures beyond proteins. Through our
experiments in Section 2, we introduce a systematic open-source suite of computational benchmarks
to assess the ability of a generative macromolecular design model to produce designable, diverse, and
novel samples, and, under such a framework, highlight the utility of MMDIFF for macromolecular
complex generation. Consequently, our contributions presented in this work pave the way for the
development of future macromolecular generative models.

2 Experiments

Metrics. To investigate the performance of MMDIFF (and similar generative models developed
in the future) in generating new macromolecular complexes, we propose to examine the quality of
its generated complexes from multiple perspectives: (1) the model’s ability to generate designable
sequences such that, upon predicting the structure of such a designed sequence using an external
structure prediction model, the difference between the model’s co-designed structure and the sequence-
predicted structure is minimal; (2) the model’s ability to generate diverse complex structures that
are distinct from each other after structure-based clustering; and (3) the model’s ability to generate
(3) novel complex structures that are well-differentiated from complex structures found within the
model’s training dataset.

Designability. To instantiate such metrics in the context of macromolecular complex generation as
outlined above, for (1) we adopt RoseTTAFold2NA [3] for sequence-based prediction of generated
protein-nucleic acid structures to assess designability, where we report structural similarities in terms
of self-consistency RMSD and TM-score (i.e., scRMSD and scTM) for each complex as determined
by US-align [29]. Due to practical concerns regarding the significant computational requirements of
running RoseTTAFold2NA for each complex, in this setting, we generate and evaluate one sequence
per structure produced by the model, using RoseTTAFold2NA in single-sequence mode to reduce
its average prediction time from 25 minutes to 2 minutes. Note that this may limit the sequence

2SE(3) refers to the group of 3D rotations and translations (excluding reflections), whereas SE(3)N repre-
sents the manifold of N SE(3) frames.
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Method < 5Å scRMSD Dchain Dcomplex Dsingle Dall Npool

Random Generation 0.00% 0.92 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85
MMDIFF 0.74% 0.92 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.72

MMDIFF-PROTEIN 0.00% 0.91 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.73

(a) Protein Generation

Method < 5Å scRMSD Dchain Dcomplex Dsingle Dall Npool

Random Generation 1.33% 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.75
MMDIFF 8.67% 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.74

MMDIFF-NA 6.00% 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.65

(b) Nucleic Acid Generation

Method < 5Å scRMSD Dchain Dcomplex Dsingle Dall Npool

Random Generation 0.37% 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.72
MMDIFF 0.74% 0.96 0.85 1.00 1.00 0.69

MMDIFF-MONOMER 0.00% 0.96 0.85 1.00 1.00 0.70

(c) Protein-Nucleic Acid Complex Generation

Table 1: A comparison of our proposed method, MMDIFF, against a random baseline for generating
different types of biological complexes, where we assess each method’s designability (based on an
scRMSD threshold), diversity (regarding four variants of D), and novelty (i.e., Npool). Across all
tasks, MMDIFF represents the same model trained on protein-nucleic acid complexes. However, in
task (a), MMDIFF-PROTEIN is trained on both protein monomers and protein complexes; in task
(b), MMDIFF-NA is trained solely on nucleic acid complexes; and lastly, in task (c), MMDIFF-
MONOMER is trained on both monomers and protein-nucleic acid complexes.

designability performance that MMDIFF can achieve, as previous works have found it necessary to
design up to 8 sequences per generated structure to achieve good designability results. Moreover,
RoseTTAFold2NA was trained to predict protein-nucleic acid structures using multiple sequence
alignments (MSAs) as a crucial input feature, hence running the model in single-sequence mode will
incur some prediction accuracy degradation in exchange for practical running times. Taking all of
these constraints into account, we propose to evaluate each method’s ability to generate molecules with
an scRMSD< 5 Å to denote a successfully-designed macromolecule, with an scRMSD< 2 Å being
a more ideal threshold [28] yet being largely impractical due to the potential mismatches between
generated and predicted inter-molecule interaction types (e.g., RF2NA predicting non-interacting
chain structures and MMDIFF generating interacting chain structures).

Diversity. Regarding (2), we use qTMclust [29] for macromolecular structure-based clustering of the
model’s pool of generated complex structures to measure diversity, where the diversity of a pool is
defined in four components as follows. We define the baseline chain diversity (Dchain) of a pool
as: (number of chain clusters) / (number of chains). Similarly, as an upper bound on the model’s
diversity, we define the simpler complex diversity (Dcomplex) of a pool as: (number of complex
clusters) / (number of complexes). More specifically, to measure how often the model generates a
unique interaction type, we then define the single− chain complex diversity (Dsingle) as: (number
of complexes for which one of its chains is a chain cluster representative) / (number of complexes).
Lastly, as a lower bound on the model’s diversity, we define the all− chain complex diversity (Dall)
as: (number of complexes for which each of its chains is a chain cluster representative) / (number of
complexes).

Novelty. To address (3) we perform pairwise structural alignments between the model’s pool of
generated complex structures and the model’s training dataset using US-align [29] to estimate novelty,
where the novelty of a pool is quantified as the inverse of the maximum TM-score between a generated
complex structure and any complex structure in the training dataset (i.e., Npool = 1−maxTM).
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Figure 2: Comparison of scRMSD complex designability results using different training methods.
Here, the top row corresponds to protein-only experiments, the middle row to nucleic acid-only
experiments, and the bottom row to protein-nucleic acid experiments. The columns denotes samples
generated using the random macromolecule generation baseline, MMDIFF, and MMDIFF-{PROTEIN,
NA, MONOMER} (corresponding to the {first, second, third} row), respectively. Note that novel data
samples are displayed with a * symbol. Overall, most designable complexes contain 2-3 chains, and
most generated complexes contain novel chains (with a novelty > 0.7).

Baselines. To the best of our knowledge, no prior methods can co-design sequences and structures of
macromolecular complexes. As such, in addition to evaluating MMDIFF, we report results using a
naive baseline that randomly generates sequences and structures of protein, nucleic acid, and protein-
nucleic acid complexes, respectively, as a simple baseline to evaluate a macromolecular generative
model’s performance. For the random baseline, we extract the initial sequence and structure noise
representations of MMDIFF’s diffusion process (i.e., noise representations at timestep T ) as the
random baseline’s generated outputs. As such, one should expect a generative model that has learned
meaningful sequence and structural patterns from its training dataset to outperform such a baseline
regarding the designability of its samples by fully reversing its learned diffusion process.

Results and Analysis. As shown in Table 1a and Figure 2, the results for protein complex generation
suggest that MMDIFF (trained on protein-nucleic acid complexes) can successfully generate a handful
of designable protein complexes, whereas the random baseline cannot. Interestingly, MMDIFF-
PROTEIN, a version of MMDIFF that is trained not only on protein-nucleic acid complexes but
also jointly on the large monomeric protein structure dataset of [28], underperforms MMDIFF in
all design metrics. One explanation for this observation is that the generative modeling space that
MMDIFF-PROTEIN is tasked to model when jointly training on protein monomers is much larger
and noisier compared to the modeling space of solely protein-nucleic acid complexes, a notion that is
supported by the striking dataset distribution shift observed between Figures 7 and 10.

Table 1b shows that both MMDIFF (trained on protein-nucleic acid complexes) and MMDIFF-NA
(trained solely on nucleic acid complexes) outperform the random baseline method for nucleic
acid complex generation in terms of designability (i.e., scRMSD and scTM). Important to note is
that MMDIFF generalizes markedly beyond the designability of the random baseline by generat-
ing a reasonable number of moderately designable, highly diverse, and novel complex structures.
Figure 2 illustrates the designability scores MMDIFF can achieve in terms of scRMSD across a
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(a) Designed micro-RNA. (b) Designed single-stranded DNA. (c) Designed protein-DNA.

Figure 3: Examples of macromolecules successfully designed by MMDIFF.

variety of complex lengths and chain compositions. Lastly, Figures 3a and 3b illustrate micro-RNA
(GCGCGCGGGG) and single-stranded micro-DNA (TCTTGGTTTGTCTTTTCGA) molecules
successfully designed using MMDIFF, which achieve scRMSD measures of 1.26 and 4.95 and
maximum trainTM measures of 0.36 and 0.31 with respect to the PDB complexes 4WTF and 1XPX,
respectively. Moreover, RoseTTAFold2NA is confident in its predicted structure for these designed
sequences, yielding per-residue average plDDT scores of 95.11 and 78.24, respectively. Note, for
illustrating these molecules, the corresponding MMDIFF-generated structures are shown in green (a)
or orange (b), whereas the RF2NA-predicted structures are shown in orange (a) or green (b).

Table 1c and Figure 2 show that MMDIFF outperforms the random baseline as well as MMDIFF-
MONOMER, similar to the results listed in Table 1a for protein generation. We argue this result is
also likely due to increased modeling space complexity introduced by adding a majority of protein
monomers to the training dataset of MMDIFF-MONOMER. Figure 3c illustrates a protein-DNA
complex (DNA sequence: GGGGGG) designed by MMDIFF. Note that, here, MMDIFF generates a
structurally-novel protein-DNA interaction in comparison to that of RF2NA while maintaining the
main structure of the DNA molecule (scRMSD of DNA structure< 5 Å), where RF2NA’s per-residue
average plDDT of 58.10 may indicate the possibility of multiple conformations for such an interaction
type (as suggested by MMDIFF). Note, for visualizing this macromolecule, the MMDIFF-generated
chains are shown in green (orange), whereas the RF2NA-predicted chains are shown in pink (purple).
Also, note that all corresponding designability results in terms of scTM are displayed in Appendix
4.5 within Figure 4.

3 Discussions & Conclusions

In this work, we introduced MMDIFF, a generative model for nucleic acid and protein complex se-
quences and structures, which sets the stage for the development of future macromolecular generative
models. Preliminary results with MMDIFF demonstrate its ability to generate diverse and novel
nucleic acid structures in computational benchmarking. However, it faces limitations in achieving
success with protein complex and joint protein-nucleic acid design, suggesting a need for improved
training data. As such, future work could involve (1) curating larger high-quality macromolecu-
lar datasets; (2) investigating new diffusion noise schedules; (3) validating nucleic acid designs
experimentally; or (4) exploring efficient scoring methods for complex molecular assemblies.
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4 Supplementary Material

4.1 Preliminaries and Notation

Protein geometry parametrization. Inspired by the recent work of [28], we adopt the standard
backbone parametrization of AlphaFold 2 for protein geometry modeling. Succinctly, with such a
parametrization, Np protein residues are modeled as Np rigid body frames centered at each residue’s
C⋆

α atom (C⋆
α = (0, 0, 0)), with each frame representing a residue’s N⋆,C⋆

α,C
⋆, and O⋆ (local)

atoms, respectively. For a given protein residue indexed by n, to obtain the absolute (global) positions
of its main atoms, one may apply a special Euclidean (SE(3)) transformation Tn as

[Nn,Cn, (Cα)n] = Tn · [N⋆,C⋆,C⋆
α], (1)

where Tn = (rn, xn) is composed of two components, rn ∈ SO(3) being a 3 × 3 rotation
matrix and xn ∈ R3 being a translation vector. Subsequently, all Np frames are denoted as
Tp = [T1, . . . , TNp

] ∈ SE(3)
Np . Lastly, one may place each residue’s O⋆ atom by rotating it

around the corresponding residue’s Cα − C bond using the torsion angle ψ. For additional details
regarding the mapping between idealized and absolute protein atom positions, we refer readers to
[28].

Nucleic acid geometry parametrization. To model nucleic acid residues jointly with protein
residues, we require an expressive frame encoding of nucleic acid geometry. Towards this end, we
propose to model Nn nucleic acid residues as Nn rigid body frames centered at each residue’s C4′⋆

atom (C4′⋆ = (0, 0, 0)), with each frame representing a residue’s C1′⋆ through C5′
⋆ atoms, O3′

⋆

through O5′
⋆ atoms, as well as its P⋆, OP1⋆, OP2⋆, and N9⋆ (or, for pyrimidine residues, N1⋆)

atoms, respectively. Then for a given nucleic acid residue indexed by n, to obtain the absolute
positions of its main atoms, one may apply an SE(3) transformation Tn = (rn, xn) as

[C3′n,O4′n,C4
′
n,C5

′
n] = Tn · [C3′⋆,O4′

⋆
,C4′

⋆
,C5′

⋆
], (2)

where all Nn frames are denoted as Tn = [TNp+1, . . . , TNn ] ∈ SE(3)
Nn .

For nucleic acid residues, to place each residue’s auxiliary atoms (i.e.,
C2′

⋆
n,C1

′⋆
n,N9⋆n(or N1⋆n),O3′

⋆
n,O5′

⋆
n,P

⋆
n,OP1⋆n, and OP2⋆n), one may autoregressively ro-

tate them around the corresponding residue’s C4′ − C3′, C4′ − O4′, O4′ − C1′, C4′ − C3′,
C4′ − C5′, C5′ − O5′, O5′ − P′, and O5′ − P′ bonds using the torsion angles Φ = [ϕ1, . . . , ϕ8],
respectively. For additional background regarding nucleic acid geometry, we refer readers to [9].

Joint protein-nucleic acid geometry parametrization. Given Np protein frames and Nn nucleic
acid frames, respectively, we subsequently denote the manifold of frames that we aim to represent
with a generative model as N = (Np, Nn). Consequently, we recover the original means of modeling
a distribution X(0) ∼ p0 of frames in SE(3)

N supported on a Riemannian manifold M, as proposed
by [28]. In short, using a score network sθ(t, ·), this allows one to model X(0) via an approximation
of the Stein score ∇ log pt using the SE(3) denoising score matching (DSM) loss [28]:

L(θ) = E[λt∥∇ log pt|0(X
(t)|X(0))− sθ(t,X

(t))∥2], (3)

where θ are the network parameters to be optimized by minimizing L; pt|0 is the density of X(t) given
X(0); λt > 0 is a loss weight; and the expectation E is taken over (X(0),X(t)) and t ∼ U([0,TF]),
with TF being the final timestep in a diffusion (i.e., noising) process over X(0).

Remaining preliminaries. Following the notation of [28], bold denotes the concatenation of variables
(e.g., n = (n1, . . . , nN )); uppercase denotes stochastic variables (e.g., X ∼ p), whereas lowercase is
reserved for deterministic variables; and superscripts with parentheses denote time (e.g., x(t)).

4.2 Joint Continuous-Discrete Diffusion in R3

Sequence modeling. Expressively modeling arbitrary macromolecular structures is a non-trivial
task for a generative model to address. Nonetheless, in this work, we argue that an understanding
of macromolecules is inherently incomplete without also considering the sequence space of such
molecules. In particular, modeling of macromolecular sequences enables methods to learn molecular
representations that are complementary, and in many cases foundational, to their structure knowledge
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of 3D molecular structures [17, 20, 3, 23]. This is particularly relevant for nucleic acid modeling in
that, practically speaking, no general-purpose existing methods currently exist for fixed-backbone
sequence design of nucleic acid structures, although RNA-specific sequence design methods are
beginning to emerge [16]. As such, in this work, we are also interested in modeling the design
space of macromolecular sequences. We do so by introducing a discrete diffusion framework that,
with key adaptations to its noise scheduling, is amenable to the SE(3) Diffusion framework of [28]
described above in Section 4.1. This allows our proposed method, MMDIFF, to jointly generate
sequence-structure pairs of new macromolecules, thereby circumventing the need for fixed-backbone
sequence design methods for nucleic acid residues given a generated backbone structure.

Discrete sequence generation. Diffusion generative modeling of discrete data types such as amino
acid and nucleic acid sequences has received considerably less attention in the research literature
compared to diffusion generative approaches to modeling continuous data such as images or even 3D
point cloud coordinates. Nonetheless, preliminary works have investigated alternative approaches to
expressively modeling discrete values in a diffusion generative setting [12, 2, 5], with some directly
adding discrete noise to one’s discrete network inputs and others first representing discrete data
in a continuous space and then applying standard Gaussian diffusion techniques to generate new
discrete data samples through the use of an ARGMAX operation [11]. In this work, we adopt the latter
approach of modeling discrete macromolecular sequence data as continuous representations such that
(1) methodological developments for continuous diffusion models will be directly amenable to such
an approach and (2) it then becomes trivial to condition sample generation on arbitrary sequence
features of interest (e.g., secondary structure annotations for protein residues) by embedding such
features in the same continuous space as the input sequence. Concretely, inspired by [21], we propose
to model a discrete amino acid and nucleic acid sequence Sd in a shared vocabulary space (i.e., Rs×n)
as a zero-centered continuous one-hot vector representation

S(0)
c = 2 ∗ onehot(Sd)− 1 = {2 ∗ (s ∈ {0.0, 1.0}n :

n∑
i=1

si = 1.0)− 1,∀s ∈ Sd)}, (4)

such that discrete sequences can be generated by reversing a continuous Gaussian diffusion process

q(S(td)
c |S(0d)

c ) = N (S(td)
c |

√
ᾱ(td)S(0d)

c , (1− ᾱ(td))I) (5)

on an initially-random sequence vector representation S
(Td)
c corresponding to the final sequence

diffusion timestep Td. Here, ᾱ(td) represents 1− β(td), where β(td) denotes one’s chosen variance
schedule for the sequence diffusion process, and td represents a discretized version of the structure
diffusion continuous timestep t via equally-spaced binning of such timesteps. Note that this binning
operation is important to ensure that the sequence diffusion and structure diffusion processes are in
alignment with one another at each step in their respective diffusion trajectories.

Training and sampling with structure noise. Reversal of the structure noise schedule is performed
by first using the FrameDiff algorithm of [28] to predict at each structure diffusion timestep the
denoised frames F(0) to derive the respective rotation (r) and translation (x) scores {(ςrθ,n, ςxθ,n)}Nn=1,
where during model training such score predictions are supervised using Equation 3 along with
supervision for predicted torsions Φ through auxiliary backbone atom and inter-atom distance
losses. The scores {(ςrθ,n, ςxθ,n)}Nn=1 are then used to transition to a previous structure diffusion
timestep as F(t−1) = {exp

F
(t)
n
{(W r

n ,W
x
n )}}Nn=1, where (W r

n ,W
x
n ) are derived independently as

W x
n = P [Pγ[ 12X

(t)
n +ςxθ,n]+ζ

√
γ[Zx

n ∼ N (0, Id3)]] andW r
n = γςrθ,n+ζ

√
γ[Zr

n ∼ T N
R

(t)
n
(0, Id)],

respectively [28]. Here, P ∈ R3N×3N represents a projection matrix that removes an object’s center
of mass; γ = 1−ϵ

Nsteps
with ϵ being the final continuous timestep of the structure diffusion noise

schedule prior to predicting torsions Φ; X(t)
n ∈ R3 and R(t)

n ∈ R3×3 denote the translation vector
and rotation matrix associated with frame (i.e., residue) F(t)

n at continuous timestep t; Zx
n and Zr

n

denote Gaussian noise sampled from the tangent spaces of X(t)
n and R(t)

n , respectively; and ζ ∈ [0, 1]
represents a scaling factor for structure diffusion noise.

Training and sampling with sequence noise. As pointed out by [18, 21], in the context of training
diffusion models for discrete sequence generation it is also desirable to use a square root diffusion
noise schedule for β(td), as using other diffusion noise schedules during training may make it trivial
for a model to predict a ground-truth sequence from a small-noise discrete timestep td using the
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ARGMAX operation. Such prior works thereby sensitize the model to sequence noise at small td
timesteps by training it with a square root noise schedule, while supervising its sequence predictions
using a categorical cross-entropy loss. After model training with a square root noise schedule, in
this work we also explore sampling sequences from a trained model using cosine and linear noise
schedules instead, to investigate how doing so affects the model at inference time with regards to its
sequence generation trajectories (and thereby its structure generation trajectories), especially at small
td timesteps. Additional experiments in Appendix 4.6 show that using sequence noise schedules
other than a square root noise schedule during sampling produces marginally more designable nucleic
acid complex structures overall, which suggests an interesting avenue for future research. Reversal of
the sequence noise schedule is then performed by having a trained model directly predict S(0d)

c at
timestep td and then using this value in Equation 5 to transition to timestep td − 1.

4.3 Generating macromolecular complexes with MMDIFF

As illustrated in Figure 1, our proposed method, MMDIFF, enables joint generation of nucleic acid
sequences and structures through a hybrid SE(3)-discrete diffusion process. Moreover, by way of
its design as described in Section 4.1, MMDIFF can simultaneously model protein sequences and
structures together with nucleic acids, enabling the generation of inter-molecular complexes. In the
remainder of this section, we will discuss the remaining details necessary to train and sample from
MMDIFF for generating macromolecular complexes.

Model architecture, data, and featurization. Inspired by its demonstrated ability to generate
designable, diverse, and novel monomeric protein structures, for MMDIFF we adapt the FrameDiff
model architecture of [28] for modeling of macromolecular complexes. To train MMDIFF for
macromolecular modeling, we downloaded from the RCSB PDB [4] all available instances of protein-
nucleic acid structures using the PDBMANAGER API within the GRAPHEIN Python package [15].
We filtered the downloaded structures to those that (1) were determined at a resolution of 4.5 Å
or better using nuclear magnetic resonance, diffraction, or cryo-electron microscopy; (2) contain
protein chains between lengths 40 and 256 or nucleic acid chains between lengths 3 and 256; and (3)
contain no more than 10 protein or 10 nucleic acid chains. In Appendix 4.7, we plot the length and
chain composition distributions of the various training dataset configurations we explore in this work.
To accurately characterize the intricate chain compositions present within many macromolecular
PDB complexes, we subsequently adopt the relative position encoding of AlphaFold-Multimer [7] in
contrast to the absolute position encoding used by [28]. Otherwise, we adapt the feature initialization
scheme of [24] to accommodate both proteins and nucleic acids.

Intra-molecule consensus sampling. To generate internally-consistent macromolecular sequences,
we propose a consensus sampling algorithm that, during sampling, constrains MMDIFF to select only
amino acid residue types in a designated protein sequence region and only the residues types of a
single type of nucleic acid molecule (i.e., either DNA or RNA) in a nucleic acid sequence region.
Namely, for a given sequence representation S

(td)
c , we propose to consensus-sample sequences by

dynamically modifying the pseudo-probabilities (i.e., continuous representation) of S(td)
c such that

the largest probabilities associated with residue types outside of the current sequence’s molecule type
consensus (e.g., C(td) = [DA,DC,DG,DT] = DNA residue types if 50% or more of the generated
residues are DNA residues) are set to be marginally smaller than the smallest probabilities associated
with residue types within the current molecule type consensus as

S(td)
c = {s ∈ Rn : max

i/∈C(td)
si < min

i∈C(td)
si, ∀s ∈ Sc with i ∈ [1, n]}. (6)

Applying Equation 6 after each iteration of sequence denoising during sampling effectively biases the
generative sequence distribution from which MMDIFF samples new sequences, such that the model
is increasingly less likely to naturally sample out-of-vocabulary within a given chain.

4.4 Related Work

Generative methods for molecule generation. Several kinds of generative models have been
proposed for molecular structure generation [13, 6, 27] and sequence generation [14], most commonly
diffusion generative models [1, 26, 24, 19, 8, 25]. Regarding diffusion generative models, most closely
related to this work is the SE(3) diffusion model of [28] and the joint protein sequence-structure
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diffusion model of [21]. The former is designed solely to generate protein backbone structures, and
the latter method uses a pre-trained structure prediction network to design protein sequence-structure
pairs using pure Gaussian noise. In contrast to these methods, MMDIFF designs sequence-structure
pairs of not only proteins but also nucleic acid complexes using a geometrically-expressive rigid body
denoising process for structure generation and a discrete diffusion process for sequence generation,
thereby deriving the benefits of both data representations for macromolecular inputs while avoiding
the need for pre-training.

Nucleic acid modeling. Few works have rigorously explored geometric modeling of nucleic acid
structures to the extent that methods such as AlphaFold 2 [17] have done for amino acid residues.
Some preliminary works in this direction are those of [23, 3, 16]. Nonetheless, no prior works have
presented a geometric modeling scheme for nucleic acids that is amenable to macromolecular design
tasks while being complementary to amino acid modeling, which we present in this work.

4.5 Additional Designability Results

Figure 4: Comparison of scTM complex designability results using different training methods. Here,
the top row corresponds to protein-only experiments, the middle row to nucleic acid-only experiments,
and the bottom row to protein-nucleic acid experiments. The columns denotes samples generated
using the random macromolecule generation baseline, MMDIFF, and MMDIFF-{PROTEIN, NA,
MONOMER} (corresponding to the {first, second, third} row), respectively. Note that novel data
samples are displayed with a * symbol. Overall, most designable complexes contain 2-3 chains, and
most generated complexes contain novel chains (with a novelty > 0.7).

In Figure 4, we report designability results in terms of scTM for different training methods as a
complement to the results in Figure 2.

4.6 Alternative Noise Schedules for Sequence Generation

As Figures 5 and 6 illustrate, in terms of designability metrics, linear and cosine sequence noise
schedules marginally outperform a square root noise schedule, producing slightly more designable
macromolecules overall. However, to simplify the presentation of results, in the main text we report
MMDIFF generation results using a square root noise schedule.
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(a) scRMSD designability results for nucleic acid
structures using a version of MMDIFF trained only
on nucleic acid complexes and sampled using lin-
ear sequence noise.

(b) scRMSD designability results for nucleic acid
structures using a version of MMDIFF trained only
on nucleic acid complexes and sampled using co-
sine sequence noise.

Figure 5: Comparison of scRMSD complex designability results for nucleic acid structures using
different sequence noise schedules during sampling. Zoom in for the best viewing experience.

(a) scTM designability results for nucleic acid
structures using a version of MMDIFF trained only
on nucleic acid complexes and sampled using lin-
ear sequence noise.

(b) scTM designability results for nucleic acid
structures using a version of MMDIFF trained only
on nucleic acid complexes and sampled using co-
sine sequence noise.

Figure 6: Comparison of scTM complex designability results for nucleic acid structures using
different sequence noise schedules during sampling. Zoom in for the best viewing experience.

4.7 Dataset Distributions

Figure 7 displays the length distribution of protein-nucleic acid complexes within MMDIFF’s protein-
nucleic acid training dataset, whereas Figures 8 and 9 display (in isolation) the length distributions of
protein complexes and nucleic acid complexes, respectively, within the protein-nucleic acid training
dataset. Likewise, Figure 10 illustrates the length distribution of protein-nucleic acid complexes (and
protein monomers) within MMDIFF’s training dataset after combining it with the monomeric protein
structure dataset of [28].

Lastly, to investigate how well MMDIFF can model the true radius of gyration distribution for nucleic
acid structures in its training dataset, Figures 11a and 11b display the distributions of (1) MMDIFF’s
training dataset and (2) MMDIFF’s generated samples. As shown in these figures, MMDIFF generates
its samples with an average radius of gyration of 1.8, which is reasonably close to the 1.65 average
radius of gyration of its training dataset.
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Figure 7: The distribution of protein-nucleic acid complex lengths upon which MMDIFF is trained.

Figure 8: The distribution of protein monomer and protein complex lengths upon which MMDIFF is
trained.

Figure 9: The distribution of nucleic acid complex lengths upon which MMDIFF is trained.
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Figure 10: The distribution of protein-nucleic acid complex (and monomer) lengths upon which
MMDIFF-MONOMER (for protein-nucleic acid complex generation) is trained.

(a) The radius of gyration training distribution for nucleic acid structures.

(b) The radius of gyration generated distribution for nucleic acid structures.

Figure 11: A comparison between the radius of gyration distributions of MMDIFF’s training dataset
and MMDIFF’s generated samples.
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